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If you keep jumping into your car or onto the bus with your free 
bus pass to go to Somerton or Yeovil to buy those things that are 
sold in Kingsdon stores - then don’t moan when the store closes ! 

See page 2 for more details 



Kingsdon Stores 
 
The headline on page 1 is the 
stark reality concerning our 
village store.                    
 

Store proprietor, Richard 
Kersley would like it known 
that unless trade improves 
then the future of the store is 
in jeopardy.    
 
Quite often these days the 
store is open for long spells 
without any customers, this 

situation  costs money and cannot continue much longer.   
 
 
 

Frances Sleap (no athlete!) is in training to 

get round the Bristol Half Marathon on                 

5th September, to raise money for                               

St Margaret’s Hospice, Yeovil.                                 

Anyone who might like to sponsor her can 

read more at                                     

www.justgiving.com/Frances-Sleap, or           

contact her at Oak Cottage, Kingsdon (840270). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I'm running the Bristol Half Marathon on 5th September to raise money for St Margaret's, and in honour of 
my dear, loving, brave, creative mother, Angela Sleap (Min), who loved working at the Yeovil Hospice 
and died there last summer. 
 
Anyone who I've talked to about our experiences there will know what a huge difference I felt the hospice 
made to us. It is such a peaceful and profoundly human place, staffed by wonderful people. My mum was 
so pleased to be part of it and I was so thankful for it when she needed its care herself.  Frances 

 

Harvest Supper 
 

The Harvest Supper this year will be on Sunday 10th October at 7pm in Kingsdon Village Hall. 
 

Tickets: Adults £3.50   Children £2.50  Available from Ann Leahy 840502 & Jackie Ellis 840344 
 

Please do come and support this annual event  Page 2 

Birthday         Con-
gratulations 

 go to                                          

Irene Attwell                     
on reaching the grand age of   

90 
on 26th August. 

 

With love from all her family 
 

http://www.justgiving.com/Frances-Sleap


All Saints Church, Kingsdon 

Fete & Car Boot Sale 
Saturday 11th September  

1pm - 4pm  
To be held on the Village Field (opposite the pub)  

‘Wanted’  
Donations are needed for the below listed stalls, or can you help - 

please contact David or any stall organiser.   

Babs & Sally will be going round the village with their wheel bar-
row collecting for the stalls on Saturday morning 4th September 
 

 

Car Boot Sale                               David (840795)  
Cream Teas                                  Bel (840878)  
Raffle                                            Sally (841140) Babs (841811)  
Unwanted Gifts                            Lynne ( 840660)  
Cakes                                            Norma (840727) Jenny (840190) 
Bottle Stall                                   Jill (840882)  
Plants & Produce                        Katie (840601)  
Books                                            Jackie (840344)  

 

There will also be the following attractions:  
 Guess the Pony's Weight                            
 Ice Creams 
 Skittles 
 Coconut Shy 
 Can Shy 
 Splat the Rat 
 Music by John the Music Man 
 Tai Chi Demonstration 
 Ambulance and Paramedic Demonstration 

 

Songs of Praise  
Sunday 12th September at 6.00 pm  

Open Air Service in the Village Field (Opposite the Pub)  
Do you have a favourite hymn? 
 Contact David on 01935 840795  

and he will see if it can be included.  
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Vision Aid Overseas Coffee Morning 
 

 A HUGE thank you to all who supported the fundraiser for VAO on Saturday 21st August. We were lucky with the 
weather, so a really good number of people turned out to enjoy a cuppa, buy books, home made preserves, cakes and 
greetings cards and then have a flutter on the raffle. Thanks must go to Andy for the fruit cakes he donated and to all 
who gave raffle prizes and brought books. Many thanks also to Linda and Jill for helping (again) and to Sally and 
Marilyn for ensuring that no-one left without at least one book. 
We made just over £300 - a fantastic result.  Nina Carlisle 
 

These are some of the ways your money could be spent:- 
 

 £3 could pay for an eye test and a pair of spectacles for a child in Ethiopia 
 £10 could pay for five pairs of spectacles to be glazed in Sierra Leone 
 £21 could pay for an hour's training of an optical worker in Zambia 
 £130 could pay for an entire day of sight testing in Ghana 
  

 

Friday 22nd October 

Back by popular       
demand 

 

Julian Dawson 
in  

Concert 
 

For over 30 years Julian 
Dawson has been treading a 
unique path between pop, 
country and blues - with a 
definite acoustic touch.  
 
Accompanying himself 
with deft guitar work and 
virtuoso harmonica, his 
concerts feature his haunt-
ing voice, his amazing col-
lection of original songs 
and his charismatic connec-
tion to each and every audi-
ence.  
 
He has appeared at festivals 
such as Glastonbury, New-
port (USA), Cambridge and 
Cropredy and on ' Later 
With Jules Holland' and, 
last but certainly not least, 
Kingsdon Village Hall in 
May 2009. 



 

11am - 5pm, at dusk if earlier (Closed on Thursdays) 
Open Good Friday and Bank Holiday Mondays. 

Last admission 30 minutes befor closing. 

2nd and 9th September 
 

Stumpwork Study Day at Lytes Cary Manor 
 
 

Spend a day with members of the South West Embroiders Guild. Learn about the Stumpwork at Lytes 
Cary, see some demonstrations and then have a go at doing some yourself. Lunch is included. Booking es-
sential.  
12:00pm-3:30pm. £15.00. Adult Further information on 01458 224471 
 

18th September  
 

Allotment Workshop at Lytes Cary Manor 
 
 

Come and visit our new allotments where workshops will be held throughout the season. Learn hints and 
tips from the garden team and receive advice on how to grow your own produce.  
Booking essential. 
 
Workshops at 11:30am and 2:30pm. £5.00 Adult. Further information on 01458 224471 

 

  26th September  
 

End of Season Plant Sale at Lytes Cary Manor 
 
 

Good gardeners know that autumn is the best time to prepare for a great garden next year. Take advantage 
of our plant sale and expert advice from Avon Bulbs. Also join us for workshops that show you how to cre-
ate autumn containers that provide winter colour and interest.  
Booking essential.  
 

11:00am-4:30pm. £5.00 (materials provided). Further information on 01458 224471 
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Recommended by The Kingsdon Chronicle 

Recommended by                    
The Kingsdon Chronicle 



Art Exhibition 
 
From September 18th - October 3rd more than 200 stu-
dios / venues will be open to the public, featuring more 
than 300 artists including Thelma Masters, who will be 
displaying her work at Jacaranda.  It is an opportunity to 
explore Somerset and meet and talk to artists in their 
workplace.  All venues are free as are the guides that are 
available from libraries, galleries and some shops. 
 

Somerset Art Weeks 
Open Studio Event 

18th September - 3rd October 2010 
EXHIBITION 

of Paintings and Stitched Textiles by 
THELMA MASTERS 

at 
Jacaranda, Kingsdon, Somerton 

The Charltons Short Mat Bowls Club 
 

Come and join us for an interesting evening or morn-
ing playing Indoor Short Mat Bowls in Kingsdon Vil-
lage Hall. 
 

If you have never played Bowls before, and would like 
to give it a go, come and join us any Monday evening 
from 7.30pm or Tuesday mornings at 10am.  We have 
spare bowls for you to use. 
 
Fancy It?  We hope so and look forward to seeing 

you at Kingsdon Village Hall  
 

For more information contact Myra  Tel 01458 
224210  

Pat’s Story 
During 2010 more than 30 residents of Kingsdon have visited Pat Bowcock at Litton Cheney in Dorset, some for 
the second time.  Pat is the daughter of Kingsdon resident Margaret Bowcock who has been responsible for ar-
ranging the visits.  On the 1st August the third group of the year from Kingsdon visited.  On arrival, as with pre-
vious groups, they were met by Pat who recounts her story during the tour of her water meadow.  After explain-
ing the workings of her watering system for the site with her home made sluices and bungs in pipes she then 
went on to tell her story: 
  

Eleven  years ago this June at 10.30am I walked into a five acre pony paddock. I was 48 and my long-awaited 
dream to live on a piece of land, lower my imprint on the planet and create a debt-free, self-sustaining business, 
was about to begin. 
 

Ourganics came into being that day - and so did I. I had never grown produce commercially, run my own busi-
ness or built more than a den when I was seven, and certainly knew very little about wind and sun energy. I had, 
however, over the past ten years, studied permaculture and done many land-based weekend courses - like dry 
stone walling, hedge laying, pond-digging and so on. 
 

The field had been a pony paddock for the previous eight years and had six tumbledown stables, full of stuff. 
The first week I joined the Soil Association, got a skip which I filled very quickly, and moved a £50 caravan on-
to the site. 
 

I wanted to create a lifestyle based on the permaculture ethics, which really made sense to me in a world that was 
increasingly not making sense. The three ethics that I really took to heart were Peoplecare, Landcare and 
Fairshare. By simplifying my life and letting go of status and belongings I have begun to discover the amazing 
potential of human beings. 
 

I grow food, chop wood, cook over an open fire, collect water, share food with others, use a compost loo and live 
in a simple building with basic material possessions using energy directly from the wind and sun. I have learned 
to trust that all my needs will always be perfectly met - even though not necessarily in the way I expect. 
 

I had come from a secure job and a comfortable house with electricity and hot and cold running water. That first 
night in the caravan when I lit a candle, I realised all that had gone. I sat in the silence of the field with Molly, 
my springer spaniel. It was then that I suddenly remembered that I was scared of the dark and hadn't brought a 
torch. I did, however, have an amazing sense of peace and even though the odds seemed to be stacked against 
me, I couldn't keep the smile off my face or wait for the next day to start. 
 

Two great assets of the field are water and clay. We had to make all the soil that we now have. We dragged sea-
weed from the beach after storms, collected leaves from the lanes and woods, begged organic animal manure and 
used bales and bales of straw and hay. 
 

Over the next few years, with loads of generous support and help, I put up a 27-metre polytunnel, dug out two 
ponds, created a flood-garden and reinstated the irrigation system that had been used in the valley for hundreds 
of years. I made 42 raised beds and five keyhole dome gardens, planted fruit trees and currant bushes and started 
a two-acre woodland at the bottom of the field. 
 

Everything grew amazingly well and soon I sold the first produce locally and started making a small amount of 
money. I realised I had become a commercial grower. 
 

In 2003, we took down one of the stables that was falling down and with the help of many people, replaced it 
with Our Shed!!! The building is timber-framed, very well insulated and has a tin roof to collect rainwater. The 
50 square metres that I moved into felt huge after living in the caravan for years. That winter, I don't know who 
was more relieved to have the warmth and the space - Molly the dog or me. Page 6 



 

The following spring I had a visit from a 
Planning Officer and decided it was time to 
apply for retrospective planning permission. I 
hadn't applied before, as I felt it would be 
hard for my vision and dream to be under-
stood until it could be seen in practice. I had 
amazing support and because I showed I had 
a viable need to stay on the land to run the 
project, I was given temporary five-year, per-
sonal planning permission which ran out in 
August 2009. 
 

In December 2009 West Dorset District 

Council planners gave me consent to live permanently on my perma-
culture land in Litton Cheney.  At the planning committee meeting 
members heard from a huge number of my supporters – including the 
The Worldwide Fund for Nature.   
 

More than 2000 people visited the field in 2009 on courses, day vis-
its or as helpers. We produce food for local people and visitors, but 
the main purpose of Ourganics is to be a place of inspiration and 
learning.  
 

Should you 
wish to visit 
Pat’s water 
meadow please 
phone Margaret Bowcock on 01935 841179 for more details. 
   

‘Our Shed’ 

Outdoor cooking 

The shelter used for courses in the summer 
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REMINDER:  
 

FREE Tai Chi on 13th September 2010 
 

Kingsdon Tai Chi meets at 10.30am every Monday in the village hall and on 13th September 2010 there is a special 
FREE taster session lasting 1 hour for anyone who may be interested in coming along to see what it is all about. Just 
turn up wearing a comfortable top and trousers. 
 

Tai Chi movements can be perfectly adapted to your own ability, the point being to stretch as far as is comfortable, 
but no further. Tai Chi helps you to ‘stay bendy’ retaining or regaining a greater range of movement and suppleness. 
 

Tai Chi does not have a religious context, but there is an emphasis on how your mind feels, as well as your body. 
One of the consequences is that when you finish a class you usually walk out with more energy (Chi) than when you 
started!   We look forward to seeing you on the 13th September at 10.30am.   Elaine Owen 

Brain Teaser 
This is an unusual paragraph.  I’m curious as to just 
how quickly you can find out what is so unusual about 
it.  It looks so ordinary and plain that you would think 
nothing was wrong with it.  In fact, nothing is wrong 
with it! It is highly unusual though.  Study it and think 
about it, but you still may not find anything odd.  But if 
you work at it a bit, you might find out.  Try to do so 
without coaching!               Answer on page 22 

Kingsdon Chronicle recommended 
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Tony Berkeley 
Cleaning Services 

 

Carpets/ Rugs, Hard Flooring -  Flagstones etc 
Stripping, Sealing & Polishing,                                 

High Pressure Jetting. 
All Cleaning & Janitorial Requests               

Considered.                                                           
Call Tony for a Free, No  Obligation Quote                                             

on  
01458 447115  or  07904782 

For Prompt, Reliable Service 

DC Computer Repair 

Alan Hayward 
 

Spyware / Virus removal  Broadband installation.         
Tuition & Advice 

No repair, No charge.   Free local collection        
Available  7 days a week 

Telephone:  01458 272924  Mobile: 07887572418 
Alan comes highly recommended by many Kingsdon 

Computer users of all ages. 

NO CATCH - NO FEE.     
Price list available. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning   
Our service includes... 
 Carpet and upholstery 
 Rugs 
 Mattresses 
 Hard Floors 

Domestic and commercial 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTACT US  -  mob. 07951 067872  
tel. 01935 841137  - freephone 0800 955 4388 

www.somertoncarpetcleaners.co.uk 
Delimara, Pitts Lane,  Kingsdon, Somerton,            

Somerset.  TA11 7LL 



Compost 
 

Buy local  -  Save your fuel                         
Free local delivery                                      

 

40 litre  Organic Multi-Purpose (not 
suitable for seed)  £2.50 each or 3 for only 

£6 
 

10 litre Multi-Purpose (suitable for  seed) 
£1 each 

  

40 litre Multi Purpose (suitable for  seed) 
£3 each 

 

30 litre Ericaceous  £3 each  
 

70 litre ornamental bark £4.50 

 

33 litre Grow Bags  £1.25 
 
 

Why struggle with heavy bags, let Paul           
take the strain. 

 

 Contact Paul Attwell  Tel 07906 018082.                                
Orders also taken by Angela at           

Kingsdon Stores 
 

Visit Paul’s new shop ‘Bargain Base-
ment’ in West Street, Somerton, next to                     

the railway bridge. 

We distribute quality dried herbs &  
spices nationally via our website at:  

www.thebestpossibletaste.co.uk. 
 

Call at Innes House to buy at ‘friends 
and neighbours’ rates.                                                                                                  

Herb/spice boxes: Web price  88p.   
Your price 60p 

 

Spice'n'tice curry kits:  
 

Web price £1.99.  Your price £1.60 
Web price £2.49.  Your price £2.00 

Other items 20% off web price. 
 

Phone 01935 841120 (or call by) to get a 
full list of the herbs and spices  availa-

ble from Tim or Elaine Owen,                                                                                            
Innes House, Lower Road, Kingsdon.          

(next to the Village Hall) 
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Ben Lyons              
Tree Surgeon 

 
 

Ben is fully trained and has all the equipment to under-
take any job no matter the size. 

 

Ben is a former Kingsdon Manor School care worker and 
comes highly recommended  by the Kingsdon Chronicle 

 
Tel: 01761 221267     Mobile: 07530188351 

 

T R Carpentry and Joinery 
  

Kitchen fitting - Doors & Windows fitting  
Flooring of  all types - Decking - Skirtings and            

Architraves 
Shelving - Built in Wardrobes 

  
For all your Carpentry and Joinery needs 

 
Tom Reed 

 

07729 187293                       01458 241910 
  

http://www.thebestpossibletaste.co.uk/
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Ex-wife - the pilot! 
My ex-wife started taking flying lessons about the 
time our divorce started and she got her license 
shortly before our divorce was final, later that same 
year.  
Yesterday afternoon I got a phone call that she nar-
rowly escaped injury in the aircraft she was piloting. 
Seems she was forced to eject after hitting telephone 
wires whilst coming into land in bad weather at 
Yeovilton . Thank God the kids weren't with her.  
The CAA issued a preliminary report, citing pilot 
error: She was flying a single engine aircraft in IFR 
(instrument flight rating) conditions while only hav-
ing obtained a VFR 
(visual flight rating)..   
The absence of a post
-crash fire was likely 
due to insufficient 
fuel on board. No one 
on the ground was 
injured.  
The picture was taken 
as she parachuted 
down.  She was really 
lucky. 

A recent study conducted by Sheffield University found that 
the average Englishman walks about 900 miles a year.   An-
other study by the U.K. Medical Association found that Brits 
drink, on average, 22 gallons of alcohol a year!! 
This means, on average, Englishmen get about 41 miles to 
the gallon. 
Kind of makes you proud to be English doesn’t it? 

A young child walked up to her mother and stared at her hair 
as she washed the dishes.  Then the girl cleared her throat 
and sweetly asked; "Why do you have some grey strands in 
your hair?" 
The mother paused and looked at her daughter. "Every time 
you are naughty I get one strand of grey hair. If you want me 
to stay pretty, you better be good." 
The mother quickly returned to her task of washing dishes. 
The little girl stood there thinking. She cleared her throat 
again. "Mother?" She sweetly asked again. 
 

"Yes?" Her Mother replied.                                                         

 

"Why is Grandma's hair all grey?" 

Murphy's Lesser Known Dictums... 
 

Light travels faster than sound. This is why some 
people appear bright until you hear them speak.  
 

He who laughs last, thinks slowest.  
 

Those who live by the sword get shot by those who 
don't.  
 

Nothing is foolproof to a sufficiently talented fool.  
 

The 50-50-90 rule: Anytime you have a 50-50 
chance of getting something right, there's a 90% 
probability you'll get it wrong.  
 

The things that come to those who wait will be the 
things left by those who got there first.  
 

Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day. Teach a 
man to fish and he will sit in a boat all day drinking 
beer.  
 

The shin bone is a device for finding furniture in a 
dark room.  
 

A fine is a tax for doing wrong. A tax is a fine for 
doing well.  
 

When you go into court, you are putting yourself in 
the hands of 12 people who weren't smart enough to 
get out of jury duty.  

Ashes to ashes 
 

Harry came home from Sunday school and asked his mother, 
“Do people really come from dust?” “In a way said,” said his 
mother. “And do they go back to dust?” “Yes, in a way.” She 
replied. “Well, mother, I looked under my bed, and some-
body’s either coming or going.”  

Highland birth 

In the remote highlands of Scotland, Mr. Stewart's wife goes 
into labour in the middle of the night, and the doctor is called 
out to assist in the delivery.  
To keep the nervous father-to-be busy, the doctor hands him 
a lantern and says, "Here, you hold this high so I can see 
what I'm doing."   Soon, a wee baby boy was brought into the 
world. "Whoa, there Scotty!" says the doctor. "Don't be in a 
rush to put the lantern down... I think there's yet another wee 
one to come."  Sure enough, within minutes he had delivered 
another little baby.   "No, no, don't be in a great hurry to be 
putting down that lantern, young man... It seems there's yet 
another one besides!" cried the doctor.  
The new father scratched his head in bewilderment, and 
asked the doctor:                                                                       
"Do ya think it's the light that's attractin' them?" 

Concern for the President 
Some members of Congress are worried about         
President Obama’s mental state after he pledged 
millions of dollars of aid to Northern Ireland             
following the tragedy of Hurricane Higgins! 

Bill was showing his son Joe the family album, and came 
across a picture of himself and his wife on their wedding day. 
“Was that the day Mommy came to work for us?” Joe asked. 

Quote of the Day 
"I have noticed that the people who are late are often so 
much jollier than the people who have to wait for them."  

Ten Commandments 
A Sunday school teacher was discussing the Ten Command-
ments with her five and six year olds. After explaining the 
commandment to "honour thy father and thy mother," she 
asked, "Is there a commandment that teaches us how to treat 
our brothers and sisters?" Without missing a beat one little 
boy answered: "Thou shall not kill." 
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Planning application decisions by SSDC 
Application No. 10/02164/LBC 
Location: Kingsdon Inn, Lower  Road, Kingsdon, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7LG  
Proposal: The carrying out of alterations and the re-building of fire damaged building. 
Type of Application:  Listed Building Consent.  
Status: Application permitted subject to conditions 
 

Application No. 10/02811/FUL 
Location: Sunnyside Farm, Park Lane, Kingsdon.  TA11 7LJ  
Proposal: Demolition of an existing building and the erection of a two storey extension  
Status: Application permitted with conditions 

Summary of Minutes of the Council planning meeting held on Wednesday 28th July in 
the Village Hall at 7pm 

 

Present: Mr A Masters (Chairman); Messrs P Leahy, D. Morris, M. Clode and Mrs A Saunders (Parish Councillors) 
Mrs S Smith (Parish Clerk) plus 13 Parishioners.  
 

Apologies were given on behalf of Mr R Hollaway (Parish Councillor); Mr J Calvert (District Councillor) and Mr J 
Zouche (County Councillor).  
The minutes of the previous planning meeting had been circulated and were agreed and signed.  
 

Application No 10/02811/FUL.  
Applicant: Mr M Attwell  
Proposal: Demolition of an existing building and the erection of a two storey extension (GR 352153/126398) at 
Sunnyside Farm Park Lane Kingsdon TA11 7LJ  
Passed. No observations.  
 

Application No.  10/02733/S73.  
Applicant: Mr D J  Glover   
Proposal: To vary condition 02 of decision notice 09/04074/S73 to change approved roof construction from that 
to clay tile and move the domestic refuse store Plot B (GR 351885/126199) at Park Farm, Lower Road, Kingsdon.  
Observations:  
Concern over the change of thatch to clay tiles because:  
* A line of tiled houses would be created giving a terrace like appearance  
* On each other corner of this section of the village, there is a thatched property  
* Thatch would soften the overall look of this section of the village  
It was also considered that the angle of the roof should be lessened subject to building regulations, thus lowering the 
apex which tends to dominate adjoining houses.  
A proposal was made to retain the thatch and this was passed by the Council.  
There were no observations on the application to resite the domestic refuse store. 

Kingsdon Parish Councillors and their specific topics 
Tony Masters:   Chairman  -  Jacaranda, Lotment Hill, Kingsdon, TA11 7LG    Tel 01935 840801 
Email: masters@jacaranda99.fsnet.co.uk  
Angela Saunders:  Vice-Chairman  -  School Governor  -  Chatsworth, Top Street, Kingsdon, TA11 7JU 
Tel 01935 840130   Email: angiesaunders@btinternet.com 

Mel Clode:  Dog fouling and related items, Litter , Graffiti, Fly tipping, Fly posting, Damaged bins & Aban-
doned vehicles and related items -  3 Underwood Rd, Kingsdon, TA11 7LQ       Tel 01935 840293                                         
Email: melclode273@btinternet.com 
Richard Hollaway: Village Hall & facilities  -  Kingsdon Court, Rocky Hill, Kingsdon, TA11 7LB 
Tel 01935 840628    Email: richard.hollaway88@tiscali.co.uk 
Patrick Leahy:  Highways & Field Maintenance  -  The Tithe Barn, Middle Street, Kingsdon, TA11 7LE 
Tel 01935 840502   Email: patrickjohnleahy@hotmail.com 
Dave Morris:  Footpaths & Trees -  30 Kingsdon, TA11 7LQ    Tel  -  withheld!  
John Calvert  Distr ict Councillor  (Northstone Ward) Peacock Cottage, High St. Queen Camel. BA22 7NQ               
Tel 01935 850458  Email: john.calvert@southsomerset.gov.uk 

Jimmy Zouche (The Lord Zouche) County Councillor  (Somerton Division)  The Abbey, Charlton Adam, Som-
erton, Somerset. TA11 7BE    Tel 01458 223253  Email:  jimmyzouche@hotmail.com 
David Heath MP  Constituency Office - 14 Catherine Hill, Frome, Somerset, BA11 1BZ  Tel: 01373 473618         
Fax: 01373 455152   Claire Hudson: head of office - email: hudsoncl@parliament.uk 
Sally  Smith  Clerk to Kingsdon Par ish Council,  The Old Coach House, Top Street, Kingsdon..    
TA11 7JU   Tel 01935  842094   Mobile 07729 301207    Email  sally@tradewindspr.co.uk 
 



Kingsdon C of E Primary School 
  Kingsdon,  Somerset, TA11 7JX                                                    

Tel: 01935 840406     Fax: 01935 841765  
    Email: office@kingsdon.somerset.sch.uk 

 

Headteacher:  Mrs Christine Dawson               
Secretary: Mrs Carolyn Brannan                         

 

Chair of Compton Dundon and               
Kingsdon Church of England                       
Primary School Federation                               

Alan Carnall. Tel: 01935 840692 
 

PTFA 
 Chair - Karen Banks 

Treasurer - Jayne Bartin 
Secretary - Katie Campbell  

 
 

All Saints Church 
Priest in Charge  
Revd Alan Symonds  Tel/Fax 01458 272029   (For arrangement of Baptisms, Weddings and other  
                                                                             occasional services)                                                                                                
Assistant Priest                                                          Curate 
Revd Wendy Griffith  Tel 01458 224087                  Revd Bruce Faulkner   Tel 01458 270902 
 

Church Wardens  
David Beswick. Tel 01935  840795                            Norma Black Tel 01935  840727 
 

Parochial Church Council  
Secretary Sir Donald Limon Tel 01935 840450         Treasurer Alan Carnall Tel 01935 840692 
 

Tower Captain   
Jackie Ellis Tel 01935 840344 

 

Church Services for  September 
5th          10am     Patronal - Charlton Mackrell   (No service at Kingsdon) 
12th        11am     Holy Communion     6pm  Songs of Praise in the Marquee on the Village Field 
19th        11am     Holy Communion     6pm  Evensong     
26th        9.30am  Holy Communion 

 
Church Rotas for September   

Brass:  Jackie Ellis & Sarah Steele-Perkins                           Flowers:   Sally Clapper ton & Babs Conway 
 
 
 

Kingsdon Information 
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Kingsdon Seniors Club 
The Seniors Club meet on the 2nd Wednes-
day of the month at 3pm in the Village Hall.  
For information contact Club Secretary Mari-
lyn Elliott, 4 Manor Close, Kingsdon. 
Tel 01935 841444                                   
email: marilyn.elliott@hotmail.co.uk 

Kingsdon Table Tennis Club  
The Table Tennis Club play in the Village Hall on Tuesday 
evenings (apart from the 2nd Tuesday in the month) between 
7.30pm and 9.30pm.  If you are interested then please contact 
Shirley or Martin Singleton on 841162 or just come along. 

Kingsdon Cricket Club 
 

Chairman:  Ian Bir rell, Watersmeet, Huish Episcopi,     
Langport  TA10 9HE  Tel   01458  250246  
 

Secretary:  Kathy Jamison  ‘Swallows’  43 Kingsdon          
Tel 01935 841049 

Kingsdon Village Hall 
For all information  contact: - Martin Singleton,  Mountsandel 
Lodge, Mow Barton Rd.  Kingsdon.  TA11 7LG    Tel. 01935  
841162  For bookings contact Marilyn Elliott, 4 Manor Close, 
Kingsdon, TA11 7LW Tel 01935 841444                               
Email wallyelliott@hotmail.com 

Bookings for September 
Tai Chi                  Mondays 10.30am to 12 noon (Term time) 
Kingsdon School   Monday 1.45pm to 3.13pm (Term time) 
Short Mat Bowls Club   Mondays 7pm - 9pm  
Short Mat Bowls Club   Tuesdays 10am - 12 noon 
Table Tennis Club          Tuesdays at 7.30pm (not 14th) 
Y. Dist Canine Soc.        Wednesdays at 8pm 
Art Club                          Thursdays 10am-12 (Term time) 
Scottish Dancing             Thursdays 7.45pm – 9.45pm (not 9th) 
Private Party                    Sunday 1st - all day 
L.P.S.O. Concert             Friday 3rd 7.30pm 
Parish Council                 Thursday 9th at 7pm 
Wedding                          Saturday 11th – all day 
Ladies Club                     Tuesday 14th 7.30pm 
Practical Study Group     Wednesday 15th at 10am 
Private function               Saturday 18th 2.30pm -  4.30pm 

Kingsdon Ladies Club 
The Ladies Club meet on the 2nd Tuesday of 
the month at 7.30pm in the Village Hall.  
New members and visitors are always wel-
come. For information contact Club President 
Lynne Davies, Holly House, Frog Lane, 
Kingsdon. TA11 7LL  Tel 01935 840660 or 
Club Secretary Jackie Ellis, Hill House, 
Rocky Hill, Kingsdon. TA11 7LB  Tel 01935 
840344   

The Kingsdon Chronicle  -  Editor:  Wallace Elliott, 4 Manor Close, Kingsdon. TA11 7LW 
Tel 01935 841444,  Mobile 07899 734049,        email: wallyelliott@hotmail.com        www.kingsdonchronicle.com 



Kingsdon to Bavaria   
 

A Charity Cycle Ride in aid of SSAFA (Soldiers, Sailors & Airmen Families Association -   Target £2,000 - 
sum raised to date £1,780.50)  by Ellie Coyle of Blue Lias, 24 North Town, Kingsdon and her friends (Expurgated 

version) 
 

Day Eight Continued from Chronicle issue 36 
Off the ferry and in the brilliant Dutch sunshine. Embarked on our cycles towards Rotterdam, struggling with the left hand drive 
roads. Fortunately the Netherlands has awesome bicycle paths next to every road where cyclists get priority most of the time. 
Found some food after a beer and landed ourselves in a beautiful park.  Under the illusion that on the continent you can camp 
anywhere 7 till 7 we got scoff on the go and started to set up camp. A man - who had also set up camp to do some night fishing - 
approaches us and asks if we have a permit to camp there. Hmmm, this is new. With a tale of "Polish taking cocaine and ruining 
the Dutch country side" and the firm impression that this man did not want us ruining his night fishing, with the fear of a 60 euro 
fine we bit the bullet and continued into Rotterdam to find a campsite. Tired and stressed we found our way. Set up camp in the 
dark and drank more wine than we care to think about. At least Ellie and I did, the rest of the team hit the sack. 
 

Day Nine 
Grim morning. Weather looked bleak and Ellie and I were feeling somewhat sorry for ourselves (and still a little bit hung over) 
We packed up camp and began our adventure to Utrecht. With some umm'ing and arrr'ing we managed to follow various cycle 
routes through Rotterdam in the direction of travel - east - back to the Rhine. Stopped for a brew outside a church in time to see 
the Dutch heading for Sunday morning service in their Sunday best. Much wondering about their thoughts of what 5 cyclists 
where up to outside their beloved church. 
 

And cometh the rain. It rained all day.  We stopped for lunch and had awesome burger in a restaurant along the way,  our kit and 
our bikes sopping. A mysterious smell of poo had been plaguing cyclists behind me. Turns out I had at some point stood in some 
of Holland's finest. After lunch and de-pooing of my cleats (the bits of shoe that clip into the pedal) we continued on route.  
 

Arrived at Utrecht and began looking for somewhere to stay, upon looking at the map we found one on the outskirts of Bunnie, to 
the east of Utrecht and set off to get our heads down. Upon leaving Bunnie we very quickly ran out of bike route. After cycling in 
the UK and on dual carriage ways, it was no real drama cycling on the road so we cracked on. A very visible sign, circle in shape 
with a red rim and a red bicycle in the middle, turns out means you cannot in fact cycle down the road, as said the Police Officer 
on the motorbike that stopped us very shortly into our illegal cycle. First run-in with the rozzers . The Police Officer soon realised 
we were confused English tourists and let us on our way.  Arrived at the campsite and it was full. No dramas though as they al-
lowed us to set up camp in their garden. Next to a chicken pen and a cow shed.  
 

Day Ten 
Awoken in the morning by the chickens and mooing of cows. Still raining. The plan was to head to Arnhem, where Operation 
Market Garden had failed so badly many years before. We headed back to the Rhine and continued our journey in the pouring 
rain, along yet another windy dyke road.   
 

Ellie had her first puncture just outside of Oosterbeeck, not bad considering we had travelled nearly 400 miles by this point. As 
the going had been slowish, we decided to set up camp nearby. We found possibly the most confusing campsite in the world - 
"call this number to reserve" scrawled on a piece of paper in an information box. The number naturally didn't work so we set up 
camp in a free space anyway. Eventually got through to the owner and said we'd pay in the morning.  Rob and I travelled into 
Oosterbeeck to get some meat for the evenings dinner. The plan was for pre-cooked chicken. Naturally us being useless, we re-
turned with bacon fat. In our defence, it does kind of look like chicken.  
 

Day Eleven 
Cycled into Arnhem and stopped at a bike shop to get our tyres pumped up professionally and to look for some more protein and 
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Recycling and Waste Collec- tion dates for September 
 

Wheelie Bin  Refuse Collection Days -  
Wednesday 1st September, Tuesday 14th September & Tuesday 28th September 

 
Recycling and Food Waste Collection Days  - 

 Every Tuesday as normal except for the last collection in the month, due on 31st August will now be on Wednesday 
1st September due to the Summer Bank Holiday 

 
SWP are continuing to rollout the collection service known as SORT-IT PLUS (which adds plastic bottles and card-
board to kerbside recycling and introduces fortnightly refuse collections into Sedgemoor and West Somerset). We are 
roughly 2/3 of the way through introducing the scheme in Taunton Deane and Sedgemoor.  Both Districts will be ful-
ly covered by the end of September and November respectively. 
 
Residents in South Somerset and Mendip will receive cardboard and plastic bottle service in one of two phases - ei-
ther this Autumn or early next Spring.  If you live in either of these areas we can't yet tell you which phase you will 
be in, as the detailed planning is still being done. But we will send details to all households - and an extra recycling 
box - a little nearer the time. 



carbohydrate shakes to help keep calories and energy levels up. Upon asking the man behind the counter for air, the reply "Yes, 
come round the backside and I will pump you" kept us amused all day. I'm still giggling about it now.  Continued towards the 
‘A bridge to far’, stopped for pictures and to read the plaque which personally sent tingles down my spine. Crossing the bridge 
and it became apparent that the man in the cycle shop had pumped Ellie a little too much and with a loud pop, her back wheel's 
inner tube exploded. Puncture Number 2.  Back along side the Rhine and followed the river into Germany. An amazing feeling 
all round that we had cycled the length of a country. Yes, Holland is small, but still an achievement none the less. 
 

Upon entering the campsite for the evening and arriving at our pitch for the night, the plague of my weak back wheel struck. 
With a twang a spoke had broke, upsetting the shape of the wheel. Broken spoke number 2. With advice from Ellies friend Ian 
"Don't worry about broken spokes, more a mountain  biking thing... But if it happens, tape it to the nearest one and head to clos-
est bike shop".  That evening it began to rain, and boy, did it rain.  
 

Day Twelve  0400 hrs  " Rob, I think its raining"    " Yeah, I think so too"    " Rob, its raining in my tent"     " Well it would 
appear that the WHOLE of the worlds water supply is falling on us"  Fortunately it let up - but I must elaborate on the whole 
tent situation. Ellie has been dubbed tent destroyer. Not only has she managed to put a hole through her own, and break a pole,  
but also done the same for mine. And the evening before, she had set up my tent. Hence it raining inside. Never mind eh?  
On route to the bike shop in the morning Ellie got Puncture number 3. Awesome little shop fixed up my back wheel nicely, 
filled it with air. Ellie had totally destroyed her back tyre - possibly with a tyre lever but more likely wear. Having purchased a 
new tyre we we're good to go. Rob also got himself a cycle computer for his bike. On the road again. I got a puncture shortly 
after setting off. Puncture Number 4.  We had an awesome afternoon cycling, the sun came out and we have been taking long 
stretches of cycling - 20k + in turns leading at 15 minute intervals. The pace is only improving and we are all getting faster, 
stronger and more confident on the bikes. Ended up doing 40k in 1 hour 35 minutes. We had the same distance again to cover 
to get to Duisburg to camp up for the evening.  That being said the bike routes in Germany suck compared to Holland, while 
cyclists are well catered for, the conditions of the paths - especially in towns - is not good. A mixture of the quick pace and the 
dodgy roads led to Dave writing-off his bike rather dramatically.  The curbs do not meet the road, so when crossing a road, you 
have two bumps in quick succession, especially considering we are moving at around 15-16 mph, and the paths are often cob-
bled and cracked, not ideal for heavy bikes with lots of kit moving at speed.  Dave's front pannier came loose going down a 
curb, and got tangled with his wheel going up the other side. Rob, being immediately behind Dave came off his bike as well. 
Being the last man I saw Dave's legs in the air above Rob's head and his bike coming down on top of him. Rob managed to 
mutter out a "Dave!" before too hitting the deck.  Dave's front rack had been drawn around the wheel and back on to itself stop-
ping him immediately. However in situations like this - pictures speak louder than words. They're both fine by the way.  The 
boys feeling a bit sore and Dave in a state of shock, we shuttled the kit, bikes and Dave into a nearby hotel and had a beer, as 
you do. 
 

Organised another hotel to stay at - the nearby one being very dear.   Walked the bikes 5k back up the hill with an advanced 
party going ahead to get it sorted. Puncture Number 5 for Rob en-route, but we got settled at the hotel with food and more beer. 
A plan was hatched to get Dave's bike sorted the next day.   The positive side of the accident was a staying in a hotel - I haven't 
slept in a bed since Day Four. We also haven't done any washing since Day Five, so a laundrette is a priority after getting Dave 
sorted, as the smell can only be described as horrendous.  
 

Day Thirteen 
Awoke to the news that due to Dave's broken bike and limited funds - his trip is coming to an unexpected and abrupt end. A 
sense of bewilderment has over come the team and many of the members, except for Ellie and I, are arranging their travel ar-
rangements home, be it within the next day or so for Dave, upon arrival in Bavaria for Rob and somewhere in-between for 
Charlotte. 
 

Day Fourteen 
Stayed in what can only be described as an ultra nationalist gypsy camp site just outside Düsseldorf. Think punks in tents/
caravans and toy dolls hung from the sides of buildings. Nice.  Awoke at 0430 to get up in time to get Dave to the station in 
time for his train. At 0730, why he chose such an early train is beyond me, but the relief of leaving the camp site was welcome. 
A sense of "exercise" was overwhelming as we were squaring away kit before first light. 
Naturally we got lost in the city finding our way to the station - however at 0530 in the morning the city was quiet so we had 
the streets to ourselves, freely cycling the wrong way down one way streets. Bakeries open for early morning trade at least 
made the place smell nice.  Found the station with time for a McDonalds breakfast and to sort some kit out. Dave generously let 
us have free rein of his kit that he would not longer need like vultures we scavenged what we could.  Sad to see Dave go, was 
an awesome addition to the team as always and a very welcome companion. Thanks for joining us mate! 
Next on the list was a laundrette - the first time we have washed kit since day four. Looking forward to putting on a fresh pair 
of socks and shorts.  Made use of the time by sorting out the route for the rest of the journey, working out where we needed to 
be and when on better scale maps in order to get to Bavaria in time for adventure training.  The rest of the day entails  Charlotte 
sorting out her return to the UK, finding a bike shop for some new cleats, a camp shop for some kit (I lost my spork on day one, 
and my lunch box got destroyed in a cycle polo related incident thanks to FNG Dangle Berry), food and somewhere to stay.  
After having cleaned all our kit - we headed in to Düsseldorf to find a bike shop to get Charlotte’s brakes looked at. Turns out 
they were fine. Charlotte also needed some new cleats - them things that clip the shoes into the pedals. Rob invested in some 
"amazingly amazing" yellow handle bar tape  The bike shop we stopped at didn't have any metal cleats, so pointed us in the 
direction of another. 
Having found the new bike shop, we realised that the cleats and pedals Evans had sold her in the UK were the old model, so the 
new cleats didn't fit the old peddles. Charlotte ended up investing in some SPD touring peddles and cleats for her shoes.  
Whilst they were being fitted Rob and I began browsing the jerseys. With the end result of the most physically excentuating 
tops that we could find: After a Subway lunch we began our journey towards Cologne. Negotiating foreign cities is still chal-
lenging, so we got lost. Biting the bullet and asking a local cyclist, we soon picked up our second escort of the trip. Unfortu-
nately we never asked his name - so we will refer to him as Peddles-a-lot. Peddles-a-lot was in ridiculously high gear, for the 
entirity of our bicycle ride together. Peddles-a-lot took us back to the Rhine and into a park over-looking the city of Cologne, 
and its gorgeous cathedral. 
Waving our good-byes to Peddles-a-lot we settled down to have some grub. We soon began to notice a significant increase in 
the international homosexual community. Or should I say the international homosexual community took a significant interest in 
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us. In particular, Rob and myself in our Lycra cycling attire and dashing new jerseys.  We soon discovered why such a large 
community was present. The Gay Games 2010. 
We decided that due to the beauty of the cathedral that we should go and check it out. On route, we crossed a bridge that had 
hundreds of padlocks attached to it, all inscribed with varying messages in a multitude of languages.  Taking it in turns to go 
into the cathedral and have a look around, Rob and I took the opportunity to light a candle or two for some beloved before em-
bracing the environment to remember our loved ones. A few pictures later, we met up with the girls and cracked on.  Turns out 
that our pre-planned 60k a day - about 40 miles - didn't take into account the complexities of cities.   Miles away from our 
campsite the mong snake struck myself quite dramatically, having subconsciously crossed our 60k limit. I literally could not be 
bothered to cycle any more. Nope, no further. Understandably this left the guys out in front with a bit of frustration at my atti-
tude - cycling at 7 miles an hour singing incoherently - with them having to hold up for me. An argument ensued. Those that 
know me, will also know that I am a dick at times, especially when it comes to arguments.   Lots of swearing, tears and apolo-
gies it was resolved and I picked myself up out of the hole I had dug myself and cracked on to the campsite. 
At the campsite over a few beers the money discussion ensued. Money discussions are never good, especially having had an 
argument with the group earlier in the day. Having worked out that we had roughly spent the same amount, it was decided that 
what comes around goes around and we'll leave it at that. 
Day Fifteen 
Having packed up camp and set off - all still friends - we headed towards Koblenz. 3km into our days trip we entered into the 
town of Unkel to look for some food.  My knees having been giving me some trouble and the supports that I have been wearing 
have been pinching, leaving sores on the back of my legs. No major dramas, but Ellie valiantly gave up her tubey-grip to see if it 
prevented the pinching. Unfortunately for her, it does.   Placing my bike upon the ground to put the tubey-grip on, the ominous 
twang rang out from my back wheel. ****, another broken spoke. On a  Sunday where the whole of the ***** continent shuts 
down for God’s day of rest.   If you've ever watched the film Shrek, you will know the look upon our faces as a procession/
parade thing marched past us with my kit sprawled all over the road, bike upside down, wheel off and covered in oil.  Rob began 
to sing "We are Unkel - we are open" after our embarrassment had died down and the procession had left. Much to our amuse-
ment.  Upon seeing our struggle, a few of the locals stopped to offer their two-cents worth. In particular, a previous King with a 
Jam-Jar lid as a medallion and a Burger King hat as a crown. And a woman named Ulla who had a friend who was a keen cyclist 
with the tools to fix my bike, but was currently in Belgium. Awesome.  This gets more bizarre - trust me.   Having butchered 
Jess (Dave's Bike) a few days previously I had a supply of spare spokes, which we managed to get fitted to the bike. The spoke 
tool on my multi-tool was cumbersome and useless. Fortunately the King returned with a spoke tool and briefly played with my 
bike, improving the alignment of the wheel. Hearing music in the background the King had to leave us, giving us the spoke tool 
to further fix the bodge-job we had begun to get the bike on the road again. 
After a while I had managed to get the spokes to the point of alignment where the wheel would spin freely - and Ulla had 
stopped by to tell us that it was Saints Day in the town and there was a celebration commencing. We were invited to go and have 
a beer and wait for the, currently in Belgium cycling enthusiast, to return having agreed to check out my bike.  However, with 
the wheel in a fit state to cycle we decided to push on to Koblenz and get it sorted on the Monday. We decided we ought to stop 
by the party to say thank you to the King and have a beer anyway.   The celebration was set out similar to a typical fayre-ground 
in the UK, rides and food stalls with the exception of a marquee to the rear. As we entered an English speaking man noticed 
Ellie's SSAFA Forces Help vest and said "What, SSAFA? What are you doing for SSAFA?"  Ellie told the gentleman what we 
were doing and what had happened to my bike. The gentleman then introduced himself as Colonel Rex Stephenson of the Royal 
Signals, having served from 1962-1991. He was very familiar with the great work that SSAFA does for ex-servicemen and their 
families. 
Having relocated to Unkel, at some point, and also been a previous King he offered us a deal - we publicise Unkel on our blog 
and he would try and help raise some money for our cause. We agreed. Col. Rex approached a table hosting the junior commit-
tee, filled with Kings and Queens of the town - told them our story and our cause and raised a generous 90 Euros on our behalf.  
Col. Rex also introduced us to The Burgermeister. My immediate thoughts were the obvious - he cooks awesome burgers. As 
word began to spread of our adventure, a local journalist approached us for an interview and pictures. The Burgermeister having 
been positioned in the centre of the picture (he must really cook really, really good burgers) turns out is the Mayor of Unkel.  So, 
there we are - having our picture taken with the Mayor, interviewed by a journalist and beginning to feel the effects of all the 
booze we are being given. Surreal to say the least.  Turns out the Kings are appointed after having won the yearly shooting com-
petition, and the Queens are their wives. The greatest thing about the celebration, other than the fantastic hospitality of the locals 
and the gorgeous town of Unkel, was the fact that they saw the humour within their traditions and embraced it. It was a deeply 
insightful and gracious thing to have experienced. Thank you very much to all those that stopped to help us.  For the town of 
Unkel it was a particularly special Saints Day, as they were also hosting the Flag-Waving championships. A local tradition of 
the area. During the 30 Year War, Potential Officers would wave flags to communicate and as a source of amusement, and thus 
began the tradition.  Flag-Waving consists of a contender standing with both feet in a circle no bigger than a foot in diameter, 
and must spin and wave the flag without dropping it or stepping outside of the drawn circle. Having witnessed a few of the con-
tenders, and very much feeling the effects of the alcohol, we decided it best to leave.   Once again, a huge huge thanks to all the 
residence of Unkel, Col. Rex Stephenson, the previous King, Ulla and the Aviation Journalist who sent us well on our way with 
his local knowledge and the further insight into the route to come. Think Mountains.  Strange morning! 
 

Day Sixteen 
Another morning with a bike shop in mind as we headed into Koblenz, over the Mosel river. We had a a lucky strike with a sub-
stantial camp shop, and were able to pick up the KFS and mugs we've been after for a while! We bought Charlotte a bright yel-
low one, just to make sure. With a bike shop opposite, we were able to ask for an opinion on Tom's infamous rear wheel; the one 
Tom had condemned to replacing. It turns out that his back wheel appears to be one of the best in Germany. As far as we have 
discovered...and another bike shop later, we are still being convinced of this opinion.  Lunch came in the form of a 36 euro Mac-
Donald's meal with potential internet...but there wasn't any. We ate and cracked on.  Having been told about a newly laid cycle 
path on the western bank of the Rhine, and that this was also the prettiest cycling, we made the decision to continue to follow 
the river as opposed to make a vector across to save distance and time. Probably a wise move in hindsight as who knows what 
lurks beyond the valley's walls. However, this yellow brick road turned out to be less than gleaming and the hindsight took a 
while to come. With a narrow muddy tow path followed by a a few kilometres of dodgy gravel with intermittent cobbles. Spirits 
could have been higher and saddles softer to say the least.  Eventually we discovered the delights of the efficient German road 
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laying that we had heard so much about ...approximately 200 miles into Germany. It was like the rain had cleared, our arses did 
not hurt anymore and our tyres ran true. H.M. The Queen said crack on, so we obliged.  
Rob took the wind and we all followed obligingly. With the cycle path following the sweeping bends of the river and the wind 
behind us, we upped the pace. Some say they heard the sonic boom as far as Frankfurt; more realistically it was Tom breaking 
wind again. Luckily he was at the back.  As we reached a top speed of 47kph, the gap between the boys and girls began to grow 
as we tried to sustain it. Another benefit of Tom being at the back was that he was able to close this gap by reducing the effects 
of the apparent wind.  By alternating the front man to maintain momentum, it enabled a fast and aggressive assault to be 
launched on Boppard. With the main effort being to take and hold the Best Western Hotel (Tom has expensive taste, as we 
stopped for a drink there!) Minor resistance encountered from the local populous, when Charlotte's ice cream caused offence to 
their Helga-esque employee. Awesome international relations… Coyle then saw the bill...  ...I suppose it was pretty though. 
Maybe not 5 euros a coke pretty!  Then through the wealthy picturesque riverside towns of the Rhine on the commendable cycle 
path. We took the last 10km or so as a bit of a cool down, to save ourselves the agony the following morning.  Reaching the 
campsite next to the Rhine, a potential swimming opportunity was called off due to unfavourable temperatures and the sun going 
behind a cloud. It looked like showers, food, blog and bed.    More rain...and trains serenaded us to sleep...bliss 
 

Day Seventeen 
Cycled from Bacharach to Mainz with the promise of a rest day the following day. On the map, it also appeared to be a fairly 
short day. Our short day, turned into a mini adventure. Smashed through the kilometres with Welsh accents and Charlotte chas-
ing a cyclist with a yellow backpack along dyke roads. 
Our first impression of Mainz was, quite frankly, a  hole. The outskirts of German cities are very industrial and without meaning 
to cause offence, often appear to be lower class. As we cycled deeper into Mainz, our impression was way off. Mainz is a beauti-
ful river front city. Gorgeous Victorian town houses and further away from the city centre – cobbled streets with a very European 
feel.  Cycled through the city and out the other side before we knew it... Hmmm. It would appear that we had gone a little  too far 
in our search for a campsite! Rob approached a local and in his (much better than the rest of us) but still pigeon German, asked 
for directions to the illusive campsite. Having conversed with the local we were directed towards a Youth Hostel. As the gentle-
man left I asked, in English, for a good “disco-tec” and after all of Rob’s efforts the man replied in perfect English “No clubs 
tonight – it being a Tuesday – but the bars will be good!”  Naturally the Youth Hostel was up a hill so forwards, onwards and 
upwards. All hanging and desperate for refuge, we reached the Youth Hostel which was of course full. The woman on reception 
seeing the desperation in our eyes after a 75km “short day” got on the internet and found us a campsite that she insisted was 
close.   Being given directions, we once again set off. Her directions simply sent us down the hill, then up again, on a different 
side. Within minutes we were once again temporarily unfamiliar with our surroundings and phoning the campsite for further di-
rections simply got us more confused. Finding another campsite on the map, we retraced our path and crossed the Rhine to wit-
ness the glorious sun setting behind the city. 
On the other side, we once again had to ask for directions towards a campsite. Then some more people for some more directions. 
Finally a couple escorted us to a camping site...  Using our initiative, and Charlotte’s Scottish accent we decided it best to put our 
blag hats on and give it a shot, only to be met by the gates of a Stazi prison over the water.  Fortunately there was another 
campsite about 500 metres down a track which turned out to be one of the Punk-esque “hill-billy” campsites which got my 
“something isn’t right about this place” feeling on the go. Collectively, we decided to bug out. 
Having removed ourselves from scary-ville, I made a Daddy call and phoned the old man to scrounge some cash for a hotel back 
in Mainz. Obligingly, he agreed and we set off to in the direction of the bridge to get back into the city.  Literally a couple of 
metres before crossing the Rhine, a German voice rang out behind us, amongst the gibberish the words “Camping-plaz” perked 
up all our ears and we were given some directions to a real campsite. Awesome. With it getting dark we eventually made it to 
campsite and set up camp. Earlier in the day whilst the others did the daily food shop on the northern side of Mainz, I had ven-
tured out for some fags and found an AlchoMarket in my quest. You can imagine the smile on my face.  Upon arriving at the 
campsite a litre of Bombay Saffire and two litres of Schweppes Tonic was produced. Smiles all round and smash very much on. 
A taxi into Mainz - an Irish pub filled with Canadian pilots, hippies, German metal heads and drug dealers later, we returned in 
one piece to get some sleep ready for our day out in Frankfurt. 
 

Day Eighteen 
Woke up bleary eyed to say the least. Managed to throw together a fry-up on a camping stove (no mean feat) with a siding of 
painkillers and rehydration salts. Eventually got ourselves in order to get the train to Frankfurt. Cycled a few kilometres to the 
station and spent a good half an hour trying to figure out how the ticket machine worked, to no avail. As any decent tourist would 
do, we got on the train without paying.  After the novelty of not cycling somewhere wore off and hangovers very much in full 
swing we arrived in Frankfurt. The familiar sign of a Starbucks drew us in for coffee in the hope of some hangover relief. Cof-
fees drunk, we soon realised we were in yet another city with absolutely no idea where we were.  With compression tights, pro-
tein complex and a laundrette in mind we set about the streets looking for loot – still not really having any idea where in a huge 
city we would begin to look for the sort of specialist shops.   We soon came across a crazy German shop stocking all sorts of 
muscle and training enhancing potions. Some lost in translation communications later, we remerged into the streets of Frankfurt 
with our desired protein products and not the “sexual enhancers” we nearly bought by mistake.  Pretty much next to the protein 
store was an enormous sports shop with everything under the sun - except compression tights.  Next on the agenda was food, so 
obviously the Subway we were looking for led us to the specialist sport shops and compression tights. Still no Subway and a 
collective £350 spent on compression tights, we found a Burger King. 
I hear you wonder what compression tights are? In the words of Miss Coyle “they reduce the effect of lactates that reside in the 
muscles after exercise, in other words stop us becoming so stiff the following morning”. 
Whilst both Rob and I agree that the compression tights do in fact stop the aches and pains the following morning, the stiffness is 
somewhat debatable. After a couple of days experience of sleeping with compression tights on, the end-result is always a morn-
ing-glory of near biblical proportions. But yeah, the leg muscles are less stiff for sure. 
If someone could please tell us how to ask for a laundrette in German, that would be awesome. After traipsing around Frankfurt 
all afternoon, we were still none the wiser as to where we could find one. Becoming inventive with our language, the term ‘wash 
salon’ seemed to click with a local and we found the laundrette, right next the station where we had started looking so many 
hours before. 
Washing done – we headed back to Mainz as dictated by our hangovers for dinner. Food and sleep   
 



Day Nineteen 
Well rested??... we pushed on. Having taken a day off it was deemed we were then to make up for it. A long day ahead beck-
oned.   Another overcast day of yellow roads, joyous. Through the vineyards and over relatively smooth track the riding was 
pretty easy going and the distance mounted quickly. Having arrived at yet another cycle route sign we were confronted by a 
dilemma:  Worms both ways. 11km left and 12km right??!!  Queuing for the level-crossing, a man on a moped saw our predic-
ament. Realising our confusion he left his place in the queue and gestured for us to follow him. Zipping through the back alleys 
we made a sterling effort to keep up with his motor eventually bringing us to the cycle path we were after. Grabbing a quick 
photo before we were back on our way to Worms  After a mere 97km we arrived at said camping-platz overlooking the Rhine 
(not the first time I hasten to add!) Ludwigshafen this time. Having radioed the camping-meister from the gate were designated 
a space; and with shower tokens we were four happy campers; especially Rob who watched in awe as a Blackhawk helicopter 
flew over the campsite and off into the sunset. Bed. 
 

Day Twenty 
A new day dawned over the Rhine and Team Cycle Bavaria prepared themselves yet again for a day on the saddle. Wet and 
dry lube out of the way and with kit packed, we bid farewell to the campsite and the Rhine for a little bit. Perhaps a welcome 
relief...or just a change of scenery?  I had seen a few days previously that at this point on the map we were only a few km away 
from the Hockenheim Ring, the German national racing circuit. So like any young child who had grown up watching Formula 
1 with their Father every second Sunday, I steered the group into escorting me to the track for a look about.  Remembering 
what had happened to Ewan McGregor and Charlie Boorman when they did the Long Way Down, with their lap of Silverstone 
race circuit, I thought that we may be in for the same treatment. Riding in toward the circuit, through the Hart Forest-and past 
the memorial to Jim Clark we knew that we were heading in the right direction. Eventually finding the circuit we rode about a 
bit trying to find a possible way to blag ourselves onto the race track.  Alas, after talking to a lovely (but festively plump) Ger-
man behind the counter at the motor museum, the closest we could get to the track was up in the stands. For me this was ace, 
so up I rushed, running hard up the stairs to glimpse out at what I imagined would be a gleaming piece of F1 history. In reality 
it was not that great as the track was getting reset after the recent F1 weekend    Pictures taken, we pushed off on what we 
thought was a good bearing toward our campsite. Having seen the exit signs we turned right, only to find ourselves outside an 
Autobahn service station after coming up its relief road. Having turned about we pushed though the woods that surrounded the 
track, picking up the odd marked cycle path and relying heavily on the inbuilt INS (following your nose)  The rest of the day’s 
ride consisted of pushing into various German towns, en route to our campsite outside Weiher. A dilemma came though when 
passing Reiligen, as we stumbled across a campsite with a lake. Flipping the coin and asking the Queen if we should crack on 
or not, it was decided that we should go and investigate (even though the Queen said to crack on). No room was the answer...so 
that proved to us that the Queen is always right and we pushed on through the countryside to Weiher, whereupon we found an 
equally amazing campsite also equipped with a lake. Brilliant! 
Curry dinner was once again superbly cooked up by Charlotte, with a little help from myself and Tom in the form of frying 
broccoli!? 
 

Day Twenty One 
The following morning we spent swimming and relaxing by the lake. Due to the somewhat chilly nature of the breeze across 
the open expanse of water, Ellie negotiated being rowed back to shore by a young inquisitive boy. Upon reaching shore and not 
having been beaten up by the child's father, we dozed in the sun before begrudgingly packing up our kit and setting off for the 
day  A supposedly short day – 35 miles and a whole bunch of German farms and cycle paths later we once again found our-
selves lost in an unfamiliar city, Karlsruhe. Noticing a sign for a Camping-platz in the city centre – and a brief cycle through 
Karlsruhes red-light district – we followed the signs.  Got lost following the signs. Found some more signs    A good 10km 
later, we reached the camp site. Set up camp – food on, blog done and picked up some emergency rations for the mountains.  
To misquote George W. Bush “The Mountains on the horizon are directly overhead  
 

Day Twenty Two 
Departed our extremely expensive campsite with ominous grey clouds filling the sky. Around the corner from the campsite, 
and two minutes into our day’s cycle, the heavens unleashed. And boy oh boy did it rain. As the going was flat, the pace in-
creased. It rained with such ferocity that the droplets stung the skin as we aqua-planed down the sopping roads.   Cyclists find 
all sorts of strange and wonderful places to take cover from the rain, especially sub-ways and under-passes. With steamed up 
cycling glasses, poor lighting and generally poor visibility - it made for some hold your breath moments.  Eventually the rain 
subsided on the outskirts of Pforzheim, but the hills had arrived. Being the first real hills since England - it took us all by sur-
prise. Ellie had apparently forgotten how to breathe and was hyper-ventilating by the top of it close to tears. Charlotte got off 
and pushed. I stopped, frequently, cursing my chosen lifestyle of cigarettes and beer. Upon reaching the top, my cursing then 
turned to the fresh faced Rob who had made it up in one.  I say again...all morning, If not still wet from the rain, we were total-
ly soaked in sweat. 
But what goes up must come down - and 4km flashed by at 30 miles an hour into the city. We found a German version of a 
Kebab house on the high-street, ordered some pizza and promptly took off all our wet kit, and sat it out to dry in the middle of 
the high-street. The usual "What the heck are they doing?" stares from bus drivers and the local populous; but we were content 
half naked, with our kit drying out and pizza in our mouths.  Picking up the Wurm river on the southern side of Pforzheim, the 
cycling improved. The scenery was phenomenal and cycling alongside the Wurm, the incline was not too bad. The Black For-
est Mountains are beautiful.  
Due to the limited number of campsites on our route since leaving the Rhine, we had our first wild camp. Possibly illegally, 
not too sure on the specifics of German Camping Laws. If so, we were compromised on numerous occasions by the locals and 
no body showed up to tell us off. We embraced the Army Training Green mentality and took nothing but photos and left noth-
ing but footprints.  Sleep came quickly, even with my over-active imagination of being woken up by the barrel of a farmer's 
shotgun poking through my tent the following morning. It didn't happen. 
 

Day Twenty Three 
Whilst packing up camp in the morning, the sound of a a vehicle coming down our track perked us all up. Then we saw it. A 
Mercedes combi-van crawling towards us, whilst we were quite blatantly packing up from having camped the night before.   
As one, a story was created that we had merely stopped for breakfast. The combi-van crawled closer, and with a curt wave 
after we had hurriedly moved all out kit out its path - the driver continued on his way, quite evidently not giving a 
shit about a possibly illegal sleep over. Page 17 



Kit on the our bikes, and a quick check to make sure the bikes were still in order we set off towards Boblingen. Twang. ****. 
Taking Ians advice and Boblingen being a mere 7km away, we taped the broken spoke on to the nearest serviceable one and 
cracked on. Twang. ****. Another broken spoke.  Twang. For ***** sake. A third broken spoke.  Reaching a bike shop in the 
centre of Boblingen, we soon realised they were unable to help us and my bike. Not enough staff and it would take ages to true 
my severely knackered wheel. Being told there was another bike shop in another part of town, the team set up camp in an Italian 
restaurant while I jumped in a taxi with my bike to the other shop.  One near crash due to a particularly pretty lady walking 
down the street later, and the 3.50 euro on the meter suddenly jumping to 10 for the hardship of my bike being in the back, I 
reached a cycling Mecca.  Walking in and dramatically throwing my bike on the floor in it’s various bits, the staff - all keen cy-
clists - rushed over with looks of shock on their faces. Once again, due to a high number of on-going repairs, the bike couldn't 
be fixed until Wednesday. Explaining my situation, they fitted the best back wheel that they could offer and put new tape on my 
handlebars. Awesome. Even though the damage my end was 169 euros.  A massive thanks to the team at the Bike shop - I will 
whack the name up later because its on a card in the youth hostel we're residing in - but honestly, very keen to help a cyclist in 
need, and very professional in their nature.  With the bike fixed up, I cycled the 3km back to the rest of the team for some lunch. 
Leaving Boblingen, with a suspicion of untrust towards my new back-wheel. We got lost. Very lost. Boblingen is on par with 
San-Fransico with its hills. Various locals gave us various directions, both up, down and around the hill on which Boblingen 
sits. One particularly helpful local set us on our way with a map which he had given us.  An awesome cycle to Aichtal where we 
once again were forced to wild camp. Climbed a b***ard of a hill to get to a supermarket, but found some dead ground near a 
forest block and some cultivated fields to set up camp for the evening.   Compromised - again - once by a man walking a dog, 
who muttered something in German before continuing on his dog walk - which we assumed he meant we should have camped 
round the corner because it was nicer, and another time by 3 girls horse riding. Our carefully chosen out of view camping spot 
turned out to be a bridle way.   As night loomed, the distant grunt of heavy vehicles grew stronger and stronger. Then the UFO 
lights of a combine harvester and its support tractor appeared through the tree line and began harvesting the adjacent field.   
Worryingly, we had pitched up right next to another cornfield. Literally with the flaps of our tents brushing the crops. Cracking 
some cyclamen sticks, turning on head torches and making lots of noise we hoped that the combine harvester driver had made 
note of our campsite and we hoped our nights camping would not turn into our own version of the Boursin advert. 
Again sleep came quickly, even with an over-active imagination of being woken up by the combine-harvester eating its way 
through the canvas of our tents, only to be eaten by Germans who enjoy coco pops for breakfast some weeks later. Bollocks to 
it, we were tired. 
 

Day Twenty Four 
Awoke, alive, not having been eaten by a combine harvester. The mixture of foot powder and slug trails made my tent look like 
I'd had a particularly good evening the night before. I personally had to flick 15 slugs off my tent, the team also removing a sim-
ilar number of theirs.  A predicament - due to the small nature of the day - do we take the challenging, hilly but possibly beauti-
ful route to Bad Urach or the somewhat easier flatter route, getting to the campsite in quick time. Us boys wanted  to make a day 
of it, the girls didn't see the point. Re-affirming the team effort of the whole expedition we decided the easier route was the bet-
ter option as it kept everyone happy. I was in a particularly shit mood - so was listening to music plodding along at the back of 
the group for the most of the day. 
Stinking from two days without a shower, we aimed for a campsite on the eastern side of Bad Urach. Upon entering Altdorf and 
having climbed a hill (apparently - I can't remember any more - we've been up lots and lots of hills now).  Some road works 
confused us for a while - doubly so when we discovered the bridge we wanted to cross was also closed for maintenance. Asking 
a local for advice, we discovered a foot bridge that we could get across the river and continue on our way.  Entered Bad Urach, 
we found a wonderful campsite with a river running along side it. Took the opportunity to go for a dip to help the muscles re-
cover. The water was crystal clear but colder than an Eskimo's nose.   Shower, tights, protein and bed. 
 

Day Twenty Five 
Morning came and so did the hill. 7% for 4km...Cheeky.   Moving tentatively out of the campsite, we rolled down the hill that 
brought us to the junction with the 7% incline, that we had pinged the previous day. With shouts of "see you at the top", we set 
into it with myself snapping a quick picture of the sign just for proof…  I caught up early with the girls who were making good 
progress in the right direction, up!  Ellie was guarding Charlotte's rear from the oncoming traffic with her high vis vest. Which 
now harbours a smell not even a mother could love…  Moving past them, I found Tom a hundred meters or so up the road. We 
continued as one up the hill, stopping briefly at some well placed roadworks at about the 2km mark; a welcome break. Continu-
ing the climb I took the lead , with Tom matching me by 20m for the rest of the way.   The sight of the tree line breaking before 
us meant only one thing...the top! Legs burning and a big sense of relief, myself and Tom were both mirrored in our sense of 
achievement.  
Tom felt a little bit too euphoric in getting to the top, and promptly threw up on the side of the road...good effort! 
Cheering on the girls, who had equally put everything into getting up that hill, we briefly took on water before setting off toward 
Blaubeuren. Oh and the view from the top was one of the most underwhelming sights I have seen...but there we are.  The land-
scape between us and our destination looked undulating but not overly daunting; but then with a map lacking contour lines you 
can never really tell when you rely solely on the occasional spot height. We cycled on…  As it turned out it wasn't the hang out 
that we had perhaps feared, with what looked like parts of Wiltshire flying by as we ate up the km.   Stopping in Zaningen, for 
the now infamous lunch. We ate in the only gasthaus open in town. Pork Cordon Bleu....6 euros....winner....maybe not...more of 
that later! 
Rest of the day after lunch was filled with good cycling fuelled by the hearty lunch. Myself at the front taking the wind allowed 
some moments of speeding to occur through the towns. The route allowed us this luxury due to its relatively flat nature toward 
Blaubeuren.   Euphoric at one point, I spied an 8% gradient sign for 2km....superb....oh and its down....wowzer! The call was to 
tuck in and off we went, see you at the bottom.  Reaching a speed of 67km/h at one point, I had a calm moment of realisation 
that should my bike decide to have a fit, I am as good as gone. Most likely sliding serenely into the oncoming traffic. Tom also 
got an indicated speed of 45mph, so we definitely were going for it......this downhill section was capped off by an alpine-esq 
tunnel in which we acted like small children shouting to hear the echoes.   Beautiful scenery all around, especially the limestone 
crags which looked ace for climbing over...that stage is still to come down south.  Blaubeuren was meant to be our stop for the 
night, but seeing as we had got here at near light speed we decided to push onto Ulm. With help from a local sports shop, run by 
a very helpful couple, we phoned ahead and booked into a Jugendherbergen (youth hostel), complete with a map and written 
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directions. They also described the route which lay ahead of us firstly as ''hilly''!!! but it was a mix up in translation and they decided 
that they meant NOT hilly....ok!?  They were right, the route was flat, through a picturesque valley.  Using what one local described 
as a 'very crude map' we cycled around trying to find the youth hostel. Eventually Tom got some concrete instructions and it was 
found not far away. All stinking to high heaven, thanks to the hills earlier that day we got ourselves sorted....the three S's. Tom and I 
were down in the bunker-esq basement, whilst the girls had a 1st floor pad.  No dinner at the Youth Hostel meant we taxied it down 
into Ulm, which turned out to be a amalgamation of medieval and ultra modern architecture. Dinner was well worth the trip 
down...mostly due to the food, but also to the fantastically athletic waitress they had employed. 
A few beers later and lightning in the sky told us to go home...taxi back in the pouring rain.  Tights (which had been worn at dinner, 
under trousers), protein and bed...for what turned out to be a most interesting night... 
 

Day Twenty Six 
We've all got the ‘runs’. Charlotte particularly badly with fully blown D&V. Rob and myself have the D, but the V doesn't appear to 
be very far away.  Ellie is also in a sh** state, without having yet achieved either D or V, but wishing she had.  We left Charlotte in 
the youth hostel to purge herself while the rest of us ventured back in to Ulm to get a blog post and some admin done. The blog post 
has taken longer than expected because we've all had to dart to the toilet and back continuously. I think we're pushing our limit on 
the 3 and half hours we've spent in this Cafe decimating their toilet. That said we have paid our way in coffees that have only re-
surged minutes later.  The good news is that its enforced a rest day upon us, as Bavaria and Wertach is probably within two or three 
days cycle and we have no idea what's going to happen when we get there so early for our Adventure Training.   Depending on how 
long our little D&V spell lasts - we maybe here for a while... 
   

Day Twenty Seven 
Still no progress.  Stuck in the youth hostel, toilet and bed bound. Money low, spirits lower. Farted in the shower - that was exciting! 
 

Day Twenty Eight 
 Saturday morning we awoke to a full hostel for the weekend, forcing us on our way sooner than we would have liked but we all 
took to it well. A cold morning and low blood sugar led to the early shout for McDonalds a particular favourite of ours and a safe bet 
in the new light of hostile stomachs. With full tummy’s, some possibly too full, we pressed on soon to pass our first campsite, much 
to my shock horror... and onto the second we went via a dodgy pub that offered us tea?? 
The campsite on arrival didn’t look like anything special but boy did it provide a handsome evening meal!! It was a shame that it 
was this evening that the plague we’ve been carrying got the better of Rob. The rest of us managed to rack up an enormous bill hav-
ing indulged heavily in the diverse menu; that happened to be that of an extravagant gourmet restaurant where most guests were re-
spectablly dressed. Never mind us then! At least by this stage we had showered and removed the Lycra.  
News of Will in Munich, a friend on a climbing exped in the dolomites (abandoned, due to the poor weather), also continued to raise 
spirits as we thought there may be someone to witness the finale to come. Bed. 
 

Day Twenty Nine 
Whether to follow the river or not? A mild debated ensued. Somehow the result ended up in us doing neither and going on a little 
adventure all of our very own. We soon realised the error of our ways and stumbled across a 15% incline hill ...most of them were 
rolling and glorious. In desperate need for lunch on yet another  Sunday we were lucky to find an awesome Italian restaurant; where 
we all tucked into our first sizeable meal since feeling less than great. News of seeing Will in the evening at lunch – a mega surprise, 
which raised spirits tremendously as you can imagine.  An Old Lady with a dog helped us on our way onto Kempton – enlightening 
us towards a flat route, rather than the hilly one we had unknowingly planned on the map.  
Absolutely chucked it down after lunch – the whole worlds water supply struck again.... Soaked wet through for the umpteenth time 
on the trip. Once again became temporarily unfamiliar with our surroundings on the outskirts of Kempton, helped by the rain. What 
can only be described as a saintly young lad on a scooter stopped to offer his two cents worth (stopping in the middle of the road and 
removing his helmet) – well trained by his mother but none the less still didn’t really have a clue. More rain. Asked some local girls 
in a bus shelter, but they just giggled – especially at Rob’s somewhat inappropriate gestures to them to look at the map.  Cold, wet, 
tired and hungry morale remained high with the prospect of new friends and conversation...they also had a car!! Will’s text saying he 
would be at the campsite in less than 45 minutes was not funny, considering he sent it from somewhere south of Munich, a damn 
sight further away.  Eventually we became aware of our surroundings and pushed on in rain. Found another person to ask, who sent 
us through a derelict part of Kempten over a river and under the autobahn. Found campsite, zero signs up until that point. In the bar 
we found Will and Max. Jubilation at meeting them. William had brought a ray of British sunshine into our lives at this point, due to 
him wearing his panama hat...Mr Gann I salute you sir! 
Decided to get the tents set up then out for a meal. Will and Max had both decided to camp with us too, so we went on a drive in 
their car; well Max's sister’s Corsa. Fully overloaded, with Coyle catching her fingers in the boot lid as charlotte closed it!!! ’OPEN 
THE ******* BOOT,  OPEN THE ******* BOOT’ 
Will’s driving was atrocious, like being in the car with a blind Colin Macrae. Careering round the roads that led to somewhere, we 
eventually found an Italian guest house. The night passed in good spirits with us all glad to see each other, and having arrived here in 
one piece....even with Will’s driving.   Route back was as epic as the route out, with a few shouts of ‘OTHER SIDE OF THE 
ROAD’ and Will trying to direct us via his iphone back to the campsite, up a pedestrian walk-way (which we got through)...bed! 
 

Day Thirty 
Our last day of cycling and Charlotte having to leave us to catch an unfortunately timed flight back to the UK. The night before Will 
and I had stayed up later than rest of the motley crew shooting shit into the night; seeing.  Ellie marches off on the now all too famil-
iar trip to the toilet. Apparently she felt on death’s door throughout the night, but thankfully in the morning was fresh as a daisy and 
ready for the final push. 
For myself, the complete opposite can be stated. Felt fine during the evening, great throughout the meal, but in the morning I awoke 
to a questionable fart. Thinking not much of it, Will, Max and I went searching for a supermarket and some breakfast. We returned 
with 18 croissants and various fillings. After breakfast and some orange juice (naturally interrupted by rain) Some more questionable 
farts lead to the obvious, a toilet trip. 
By the time I had returned the crew had gathered in the car park of the campsite, Charlotte all packed away and ready to go. We each 
said our good-byes, individually praising her outstanding effort in what she achieved and thanking her for all those glorious meals 
she had cooked for us. And the food poisoning.  I can’t imagine how difficult it must have been to enter into such a cliquey environ-
ment as a predominantly OTC led exped. Your commitment to the task at hand, always with a smile was an inspiration to us all. 
We’re dearly sorry that you couldn’t roll into Wertach with us, hanging out your arse as badly as we were, but thank you for the in-
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numerable qualities that you brought to the group. To top it all off we even brought your cutlery to the table tonight – before 
realising we were three. Finally, always remember that you cycled further than Rob. 
Before we knew it, the little Corsa pulled away and Charlotte had begun her journey home. This meant that is probably time for 
us to leave as well... Begrudgingly it was time to get back on the bike. . Stuffing Imodium down my throat like there was no 
tomorrow, we gently made our way towards Rettenburg. 
While the going was flat, things were fine. Up hill, things weren’t too bad either. But the vibrations of going downhill mixed 
with a dodgy stomach led to familiar tasting burps. Last night’s spaghetti bolognaise. Before long I had chunks coming out my 
nose whilst cycling. Chunks coming out your nose aren’t ideal at the best of times. We stopped outside a house whose dog 
kicked up at fuss at our presence and my gagging. Crossing the street, a belly full of Imodium and simply led to stomach con-
tents coming out the other side, my face.  Feeling totally awful, we pushed on. A few more minor hills and before we knew it, 
we had accidentally hit the Red road going into Rettenburg we had been aiming for. A phone call to the lodge to tell them we 
would be arriving within the hour was frankly answered with “see you in half an hour then”. The hill before us just went up, and 
up, and up, and up and up. We must have climbed for longer, and higher, than that bastard of a 4km hill a few days previously 
before we all got sick. 
Another couple of vomit stops, some rain and an hour and half of cycling preceded our arrival into Wertach.  
 

A very humble, unceremonious finish to our 1600km cycle. 
 

“Coyle – you said half an hour.” 
 

“Yeah but there was a really big hill.” 
 

“That hill wasn’t big, anyway, stick the bikes in the garage and you’re in room 19.” 
 

So that was it. We’d done it. In bed by 4pm and didn’t rise other than to go to the toilet till 7am two days later. 
 

It Had to End One Day  
And the end I have reached! On the Sunday 15th of August 2010 I reached Oschle campsite, a very well hidden campsite a few 
kilometres south of Kempten, Bavaria. We battled through some of the coldest and heaviest rain experienced in the last 4 weeks 
for me to finish my cycling adventure in the beautiful Allgau of Germany. Unlike the afternoon, the last day greeted me with a 
pleasant mornings cycling from Memmingen across gentle hills and past pine forests. The scenery was everything we had come 
to Germany for and seemed to sum up the trip perfectly. Still slightly weak from the D&V the days before the 'gentle' hills still 
took no mercy on me having to puff all the way up them. The view from the top is always worth it though.  
It’s sad and a bit boring being home in Oxfordshire if I’m frank. The daily routine of brew, breakfast, cycle, lunch in a Lidl/Aldi 
car park, cycle, locate a campsite, cook, shower, tights and bed has been all I’ve desired for the last month and will probably 
desire for a few more days until I can embrace what the English summer has left for me... apparently not a lot with a few days of 
rain forecast - would it be any other way?! I've stated to my family that cycling is in my bones (and now athletically formed leg 
muscles!) for good and I've vowed to take my bike up to Glasgow Uni with me for more adventures in the Scottish Countryside. 
I’m considering drop handle bars and a new set of brakes to improve my 'Trek' bike I fell in love with on the Bavaria Trip. 
Looking forward to carrying on the passion I developed has led me to write about all that created it.  
The beginning of the trip was filled with very high apprehension every morning as Tom, Ellie and I left the warmth of friend’s 
homes to tackle the English Countryside. After cycling out of Hampshire to Windsor on the first day it dawned on me extremely 
quickly that this was going to be one of the hardest challenges I have set myself. Massive doubts haunted me every evening if I 
would make it up the hills the following day. Although the few stops and sobs at the side of 'Upshire Hill' harrowed me with fear 
I wouldn't make it to Bavaria, let alone Harwich. Ellie and Tom's incredible encouragement ensured I did. I'm forever thankful 
for those early days of you guys pushing me to my limits to find the strength to keep cycling and reach the end of the trip.  
Harwich was a very high point in the trip for me. I had finished Phase 1A and was meeting the rest of the team that evening. 
That morning my mum had sponsored us and it provided me with the drive to keep on going. The 60mile day had filled me with 
a great sense of achievement and meeting Dave Tooth and Rob Berry (again) provided a fresh look at the adventure and antici-
pation for cycling as a team of 5.  
Cycling along the Rhine tested my fitness, keeping up with the group and playing my part at the front at times only made me 
stronger. Now home, I'm feeling fresh and as fit as I may have been for a good 3 years - the cycling along dykes and in high 
winds has definitely paid off! My family are in awe of my physic now - makes a change to the usual fat sister jokes they used to 
throw at me. Now my legs of steel are more impressive than my sporty young sisters but my muscley shelf of a bum not so!! 
The evenings of cooking and getting to know each other in 'beir gartens' have left an impression on me for sure. The insight to 
the OTC was exciting and at times even though I was outside the box I still felt your knowledge and practices rubbing off on 
me. Always at the butt of jokes for being a bit useless camping and general surviving outside in a foreign country I was assured 
by Ellie that insults were a strong sign of feeling comfortable with each other and of affection. Being dubbed the 'Mong' was 
never a worry for me and I was very proud to be part of the OTC dominated team. You all made me very welcome and I’m still 
shocked at the honour of Ellie asking me along for the expedition. 
Thank you Tom for your leadership and ability to always keep morale up. Unexpectedly for me my cycling on busy roads was 
less than proficient so Tom taught me the obvious importance of looking both ways (believe it or not I never did remember to be 
careful - my mong personality made a great appearance at road junctions!) I can now accurately point out a position on a map 
with a blade of grass rather than my 1:50000 finger thanks to Rob's teachings. The importance of properly squared away kit was 
introduced to me as well and in heavy downpours and cold evenings the knowledge that warm kit was easily accessible bought 
me huge satisfaction. I feel people reading this may think 'well duh' obviously it should be at the top of the pannier bags but hav-
ing never done an OTC exercise or spent time in the field like the others had it didn't occur to me at all that kit should be posi-
tioned so meticulously. Thanks Rob and Ellie for your teachings! By the end of the trip I got a few remarks out about Rob's slow 
progress in the mornings after I had managed to square away my kit away first. A small sense of cheeky pride glowed inside me 
before I was reminded of my Mong status moments later by knocking over a cup of tea or being reminded of nearly hitting a car 
the day before. Rob was a very polite and well humoured tent mate, massive pleasure sharing the same canvas with you for the 
past few weeks. 
The highlights of the trip are hard to pin point. There are so many - most days something memorable happened. Unkel, the night 
out in Mainz and our sighting of the first hills off the Rhine are up there. No day was a chore, once the usual stiffness in our legs 
loosened, cycling everyday was never monotonous and always bought surprises. The time Dave spent with us was a great week 
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and our spell of D&V is very memorable, so was the 14% incline hill I managed to drag myself up on the last day. The unforget-
table team effort Ellie played in getting me up the long slog of the 7% 4km hill on the 12th of August was amazing. Ellie's com-
passion for a healthy team was evident throughout the whole trip and meant a lot to me. You were a hero that morning, mate.  
Travelling always brings people together and forces a bond. The bond of friendship that grew between us four in the last month 
needed little forcing and it was a sincere honour and pleasure for me to be part of the team. I'm so proud I took part in this expe-
dition, 900 odd miles cycled from home to help raise money for people and families of those in the forces through SSAFA. On-
wards and Upwards we went together as team Bavaria for an unforgettable summer.   Charlotte xxx 
  

Saturday, 21 August 2010 
So what have we been up to?   Since arriving in Wertach and sleeping off the D&V - we've been up to all sorts of mischief. 
Immediately we found ourselves in a bit of a transport dilemma...we didn't have any, other than our bikes; Of which we we're 
totally fed up after a months solid cycling.  Wertach being located where it is, places of immediate interest are not very accessi-
ble. Communicating our story to those in the lodge who would listen, in the blind hope of some more donations (no luck as of 
yet), luck appeared in another form.  Upon telling one of the guys what we had done, and our transport problem; a simple re-
sponse of "I've got a car you can use" solved that. Our eyes lit up in amazement! Trying to hide grins in a bid to quell images of 
joy riding officer cadets, insurance was checked; and with a final confirmation of "Sorry if this is a silly question, but can you 
drive?" we had the keys in our sweaty palms. 
Second issue we encountered: Our climbing aspirations relied on the acquisition of a rope...a harness, some helmets, stickies 
(climbing shoes), quick draws, slings, walking books, bags, Karabiners. Everything essentially; which the lodge supplied to us 
with open arms. 
 So, we've been living off 8 euros a day for food, climbing during the day, going for the occasional cycle and lots and lots of sun 
bathing.  And we've raised £2000 for SSAFA Forces Help (if you add the gift aid)  Thank you so much for all the support you 
have given us over the last month, and we sincerely hope that those of you who haven't got round to sponsoring us yet do so.  
Another huge thanks to everyone who has helped us on our way. Various parents for love and support, friends, MSUOTC and 
its staff, Haus Magnus and its staff, as well as the occasional members of public that have encouraged us on our way. 
 

Manchester and Salford Universities Officers' Training Corps (MSUOTC) 
 

The unexpurgated version of this blog complete with photographs can be found at: http://cyclebavaria.blogspot.com/ 
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Kingsdon Diamond Jubilee Fund - Sitcom Quiz                      
The Answers

 

1 Absolutely Fabulous 26 Father Ted 

2 Blackadder 27 Last of the Summer Wine 

3 Don’t wait up 28 Sorry 

4 Hi De Hi 29 Drop the Dead Donkey 

5 My Family 30 Fresh Fields 

6 After Henry 31 The Good Life 

7 Brush Strokes 32 The Royle Family 

8 Ever Decreasing Circles 33 Love Thy Neighbour 

9 In Loving Memory 34 Oh Doctor Beeching 

10 Only Fools and Horses 35 One Foot in the Grave 

11 Allo Allo 36 Some Mothers Do ‘ave ‘em 

12 Bless this House 37 Steptoe and Son 

13 Rising Damp 38 Till Death Us Do Part 

14 It Aint Half Hot Mum 39 To The Manor Born 

15 On the Buses 40 Up Pompeii 

16 Are You Being Served 41 The Vicar of Dibley 

17 Butterflies 42 Waiting for God 

18 Keeping Up Appearances 43 Yes Minister 

19 Open All Hours 44 Porridge 

20 As Time Goes By 45 You rang M’lord 

21 Dad’s  Army 46 The Likely Lads 

22 George and Mildred 47 Fawlty Towers 

23 Never the Twain 48 Duty Free 

24 Birds of a Feather 49 Bread 

25 Dinner Ladies 50 The Thin Blue Line 

 The unusual paragraph - whilst the most common letter of the alphabet in English is ‘e’,  the mystery paragraph  
does not contain a single letter ‘e’ 


